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Printed Memories from Federal Museums: A Complete Collection
of Dearborn Sisters Victories

Hugh Abdalroof

Abstract—This paper presents a comprehensive study of the Dearborn Sisters,
a group of pioneering female aviators who made significant contributions to
the field of aviation during the early twentieth century. Drawing on archival
research and primary source materials from federal museums, this study
examines the various ways in which the Dearborn Sisters used their flying
skills to promote women’s rights and challenge gender norms. Through
a detailed analysis of photographs, documents, and other artifacts, this
study reveals the complex and multifaceted nature of the Dearborn Sisters’
achievements, highlighting their roles as both skilled pilots and cultural icons.
Ultimately, this paper argues that the Dearborn Sisters’ legacy continues to
inspire women in aviation and beyond, serving as a powerful reminder of
the enduring impact of pioneering women throughout history.
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III. METHOD
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